Koehn named KDOT Scott City Sub Area Supervisor

KDOT has named Burke Koehn of Scott City as the new Scott City Sub Area Supervisor. Burke has been with KDOT since May 1992, and celebrated 25 years with KDOT in May. He started with KDOT as a Utility Worker in Tribune and transferred to Scott City in November 1993 as an Equipment Operator Trainee. He was promoted to Equipment Operator in 1995, to Equipment Operator Senior in 2003, and to Equipment Operator Specialist in 2010. He holds a CDL and is certified in bucket truck operation and CPR.

Burke and wife, Tonya have three children including sons Blake and Brice and daughter, Tayler. In his spare time, Burke enjoys welding, cutting and building projects, and repairing old tractors and heavy equipment.
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